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Abstract
In recent reports, we have shown that optimized pretargeted radioimmunotherapy (PRIT) based on
molecularly engineered antibody conjugates and 177Lu-DOTA chelate (DOTA-PRIT) can be used to cure mice
bearing human solid tumor xenografts using antitumor antibodies to minimally internalizing membrane
antigens, GPA33 (colon) and GD2 (neuroblastoma). However, many solid tumor membrane antigens are
internalized after antibody binding and it is generally believed that internalizing tumor membrane antigens are
not suitable targets for PRIT. In this study, we tested the hypothesis that DOTA-PRIT can be performed
successfully to target HER2, an internalizing membrane antigen widely expressed in breast, ovarian, and
gastroesophageal junction cancers.
Methods: DOTA-PRIT was carried out in athymic nude mice bearing BT-474 xenografts, a HER2-expressing
human breast cancer, using a three-step dosing regimen consisting of sequential intravenous administrations of:
1) a bispecific IgG-scFv (210 kD) format (BsAb) carrying the IgG sequence of the anti-HER2 antibody
trastuzumab and the scFv “C825” with high-affinity, hapten-binding antibody for Bn-DOTA (metal) (BsAb:
anti-HER2-C825), 2) a 500 kD dextran-based clearing agent, followed by 3) 177Lu-DOTA-Bn. At the time of
treatment, athymic nude mice bearing established subcutaneous BT-474 tumors (medium- and smaller-sized
tumors with tumor volumes of 209 ± 101 mm3 and ranging from palpable to 30 mm3, respectively), were
studied along with controls. We studied single- and multi-dose regimens. For groups receiving fractionated
treatment, we verified quantitative tumor targeting during each treatment cycle using non-invasive imaging with
single-photon emission computed tomography/computed tomography (SPECT/CT).
Results: We achieved high therapeutic indices (TI, the ratio of radiation-absorbed dose in tumor to
radiation-absorbed dose to critical organs, such as bone marrow) for targeting in blood (TI = 28) and kidney (TI
= 7), while delivering average radiation-absorbed doses of 39.9 cGy/MBq to tumor. Based on dosimetry
estimates, we implemented a curative fractionated therapeutic regimen for medium-sized tumors that would
deliver approximately 70 Gy to tumors, which required treatment with a total of 167 MBq 177Lu-DOTABn/mouse (estimated absorbed tumor dose: 66 Gy). This regimen was well tolerated and achieved 100%
complete responses (CRs; defined herein as tumor volume equal to or smaller than 4.2 mm3), including 62.5%
histologic cure (5/8) and 37.5% microscopic residual disease (3/8) at 85 days (d). Treatment controls showed
tumor progression to 207 ± 201% of pre-treatment volume at 85 d and no CRs. Finally, we show that treatment
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with this curative 177Lu regimen leads to a very low incidence of histopathologic abnormalities in critical organs
such as bone marrow and kidney among survivors compared with non-treated controls.
Conclusion: Contrary to popular belief, we demonstrate that DOTA-PRIT can be successfully adapted to an
internalizing antigen-antibody system such as HER2, with sufficient TIs and absorbed tumor doses to achieve a
high probability of cures of established human breast cancer xenografts while sparing critical organs of
significant radiotoxicity.
Key words: multistep targeting, bispecific antibodies, HER2, radioimmunotherapy, pretargeting, lutetium-177

Introduction
Radioimmunotherapy (RIT) with IgG as a
radioactive carrier is generally ineffective when
administered intravenously for treatment of solid
tumors in humans. The problem is an unfavorable
therapeutic index (TI), defined herein as the ratio of
the radiation-absorbed dose to the tumor divided by
the dose to radiosensitive tissue such as blood [1]).
Hematological toxicity is typically dose-limiting for
RIT. Alternatively, pretargeting RIT (PRIT) strategies
may increase TIs by separating the antibody-mediated
tumor targeting step from the administration of the
cytotoxic radioligand in order to reduce the absorbed
dose to radiosensitive tissues [2]. Herein, we adopt a
bispecific antibody (BsAb)-based approach to PRIT,
which utilizes a BsAb engineered to bind both a
tumor-associated antigen and a radioactive hapten in
vivo, with high affinity. For excellent reviews of
BsAb-based PRIT, as well as alternative PRIT
approaches, please refer to [3-6].
Using a pretargeting platform we call
“DOTA-PRIT”, we have demonstrated high TIs after
parenteral injection in preclinical animal models of
human carcinoma xenografts, achieving cures with
minimal toxicity. The tumor antigen targets we
selected were minimally internalizing membraneexpressed antigens of solid tumor, such as
disialoganglioside (GD2 [7] on human neuroblastoma
xenografts) and glycoprotein targets (GPA33 [8] on
human colon cancer xenografts). In addition, the
DOTA-PRIT approach was used by others to achieve
high TI targeting in curative preclinical studies with
CD20(+) [9] and CD38(+) [10] human xenografts.
DOTA-PRIT is based on a BsAb with nanomolar
specificity for a tumor antigen and picomolar affinity
for a low-molecular-weight hapten [11, 12]. The
hapten
is
a
radiometal
complex
of
S-2-(4-aminobenzyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane
tetraacetic acid chelate ([M]-DOTA-Bn [13], e.g., as the
β-emitter 177Lu-DOTA-Bn). We have optimized the
targeting of both the BsAb and the radiohapten
through empirical testing in xenograft solid tumor
models in mice. Initially, BsAb is administered at a
dose designed to saturate the tumor receptor. After
sufficient time has elapsed to permit tumor uptake of
the
non-radioactive
BsAb,
clearance
of

non-tumor-bound BsAb is promoted with a
dextran-based clearing agent (CA [14]). Subsequently,
177Lu-DOTA-Bn is administered, which is captured by
hapten
binding
to
tumor-localized
BsAb.
Radioactivity not taken up by tumor is rapidly cleared
from the body via the kidney [13].
Herein, we tested a variation of the DOTA-PRIT
platform that targets HER2, an internalizing antigen
[15] expressed by a wide spectrum of human cancers.
Antibody-antigen systems that are internalized upon
cell binding are considered sub-optimum for PRIT,
since the effective concentration of cell-surface
anti-hapten antibody domains are reduced as the
antibody is internalized into the cell. In vivo
internalization of the trastuzumab-HER2 complex has
been previously demonstrated. For example, it was
shown by Rudnick et al. that high-affinity
radiolabeled forms of anti-HER2 antibodies (e.g.,
trastuzumab) were internalized and degraded in vivo
by HER2-expressing tumors, thereby limiting their
penetration of tumors [16]. For this reason, we
emphasize in vivo studies to demonstrate
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT. In the present study, our
aims were to: (1) produce the novel anti-HER2-C825
BsAb to enable proof-of-concept studies with
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT, (2) characterize the HER2(+)
tumor cell surface internalization kinetics of the
anti-HER2-C825 BsAb/HER2 antigen complex, (3)
demonstrate highly specific tumor targeting of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn with anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT, and (4)
test if TI was sufficient for safe and effective
theranostic application of anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT in
mice bearing established subcutaneous (s.c.) human
HER2(+) breast carcinoma xenografts.

Results
In vitro characterization of anti-HER2-C825
BsAb
Biochemical purity analysis of anti-HER2-C825
by
size-exclusion
high-pressure
liquid
chromatography (SE-HPLC) is shown in Figure S1A.
SE-HPLC showed a major peak (96.5% by UV
analysis) with an approximate molecular weight of
210 kD, as well as some minor peaks assumed to be
http://www.thno.org
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aggregates removable by gel filtration. The BsAb
remained stable by SE-HPLC after multiple freeze and
thaw cycles (data not shown).
The binding affinity to antigen BSA-(Y)DOTA-Bn was measured by Biacore T100.
Anti-HER2-C825 had a kon of 2.10×104 M-1s-1, a koff of
1.25×10-4 s-1, and overall KD of 6.0 nM—comparable to
control BsAb huA33-C825 (kon of 1.90×104 M-1s-1, koff
of 2.20×10-4 s-1, and overall KD of 11.6 nM; Figure
S1B). The binding to tumor targets was measured by
flow cytometry. Anti-HER2-C825 was equally
efficient as parental trastuzumab in binding to the
HER2(+) breast cancer cell line AU565 (Figure S1C).
In summary, anti-HER2-C825 retained high binding
capability to both targets (HER2 and DOTA-hapten).

~50% of the activity was lost in the first 2 h of
incubation at 37 °C, while the remaining activity
decayed with a half-life of 8.5 h (R2 = 0.992). After
incubation for 24 h (the time interval between BsAb
and CA injections during DOTA-PRIT), 11.1 ± 0.48%
of initially bound anti-HER2-C825 remained on the
cell surface.
Control experiments to assay the in vitro stability
of 131I-anti-HER2-C825 in media at 37 °C from 0 to 24 h
showed that the percent change in antibodyassociated radioactivity between those two time
points was -2.1%, suggesting that the observed
catabolized activity in the extracellular media fraction
was primarily due to internalization and exocytosis of
131I-anti-HER2-C825.

Internalization kinetics and cellular processing
of anti-HER2-C825

Demonstration of in vivo anti-HER2
DOTA-PRIT

To characterize the internalization kinetics and
cellular processing of anti-HER2-C825 by HER2(+)
cells, anti-HER2-C825 was radioiodinated with
iodine-131 (131I) and in vitro cell binding studies were
conducted with HER2(+) BT-474 cells up to 24 h at 37
°C. Cell surface 131I-anti-HER2-C825 was rapidly
internalized by BT-474 cells following incubation at 37
°C, with 25.6 ± 1.16% of the added radioactivity
showing peak internalization at 2 h (Figure 1).

The optimized doses of BsAb and CA for in vivo
anti-HER2 DOTA-PRIT were empirically determined
to be 0.25 mg (1.19 nmol) and 62.5 µg (0.125 nmol of
dextran; 7.63 nmol of (Y)-DOTA-Bn), respectively,
using groups of BT-474 tumor-bearing mice. The time
intervals between injections (24 h between BsAb and
CA, and 4 h between CA and 177Lu-DOTA-Bn) were
based on previous DOTA-PRIT studies [7, 8] and not
varied during this study. No attempts were made to
exclude the CA in the dosing regimen, as this would
require long time intervals between BsAb and hapten
administration in order to sufficiently reduce
circulating BsAb. At the same time, this would also
reduce
the
concentration
of
surface-bound
anti-hapten C825 scFv antibody due to in vivo
internalization of the BsAb-trastuzumab-HER2
complex. Also, it was reported that the C825 antibody
is susceptible to loss of DOTA-hapten binding
capacity following prolonged incubation in 50%
mouse serum [12]. Mass ranges of 0.25-0.75 mg
BsAb/mouse (1.19-3.57 nmol/mouse) and 18.75-70 µg
CA/mouse (0.0375-0.14 nmol of dextran; 2.29-8.54
nmol of (Y)-DOTA-Bn) were used for optimization. A
summary of select biodistribution data from these
optimization efforts is provided in Figure 2, while
remaining data are presented in Figure S2 and
Table S1.
This targeting regimen led to tumor uptake (as
percent injected activity per gram, %IA/g; mean ±
standard error of the mean (SEM)) at 24 h
post-injection (p.i.) of 7.58 ± 0.78 %IA/g, with the
kidneys having the highest normal uptake (0.73 ± 0.05
%IA/g). Notably, without administration of the
CA-step (i.e., with anti-HER2-C825 given at t = -28 h
followed by 177Lu-DOTA-Bn at t = 0 h), both tumor
and blood uptake of 177Lu activity at 24 h p.i. was
much higher, 19.94 ± 3.54 %IA/g and 4.95 ± 1.17

Figure 1. HER2(+) tumor surface-bound anti-HER2-C825 BsAb is rapidly
internalized. Anti-HER2-C825 was radioiodinated and in vitro radiotracer binding
studies were performed with HER2(+) BT-474 cells to determine the internalization
and cellular processing at 37 °C of 131I-anti-HER2-C825. Data is presented as mean ±
standard deviation (SD) (n = 3).

In addition, internalized radioactivity at 4 °C
was on average ~15-fold less than that of 37 °C when
assayed at 4 h (n = 6; data not shown). At 37 °C from 2
to 24 h, the internalized radioactivity was observed to
decrease on average by ~80% to 5.6 ± 0.21%,
suggesting the occurrence of intracellular processing
and exocytosis. This was also apparent by the rate of
increase in the percentage of catabolized radioactivity
observed in the extracellular media (i.e., accumulation
of low-molecular-weight catabolites), which showed a
rate constant K = 0.054 h-1 and a half-time of 12.82 h
(R2 = 0.995). For the surface-bound activity fraction,
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%IA/g, respectively, consequently leading to
unfavorable tumor-to-blood ratios (T/B; T/B: 4.0 ±
1.2) (Figure 2). With optimized CA dose of 62.5 µg
(0.125 nmol of dextran; 7.63 nmol of (Y)-DOTA-Bn),
the average uptake for tumor and blood was reduced
by ~60% (for tumor, from ~20 to 7.6 %IA/g) or ~95%
(for blood, from ~5 to 0.3 %IA/g), respectively,
compared with no CA control. In summary, use of the
CA step significantly improved the tumor-to-blood
ratio at 24 h p.i. of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (T/B: 26.7 ± 9.0)
compared with no CA control, but at the expense of
lower tumor uptake.
To demonstrate HER2-specific targeting,
biodistribution studies were performed in mice
bearing s.c. HER2(-) MDA-MB-468. Tumor uptake of
pretargeted 177Lu activity at 24 h p.i. in HER2(-)
tumors was ~7-fold lower (2.75 ± 0.17 %IA/g) than in
HER2(+) BT-474 tumors (19.94 ± 1.7 %IA/g) (Figure
2). In addition, injection of BT-474 tumor-bearing
animals with 177Lu-DOTA-Bn alone (i.e., no PRIT
control) showed negligible uptake in tumor at 24 h p.i.
(0.07 ± 0.01 %IA/g), as well as minimal uptake in
blood (0.002 ± 0.00 %IA/g) and kidney (0.38 ± 0.01
%IA/g), demonstrating that 177Lu-DOTA-Bn has
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minimal whole-body retention due to rapid renal
clearance (Table S2).

Serial biodistribution-based dosimetry
Using the optimized anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT
regimen, serial biodistribution studies were
performed at various times from 1-336 h p.i. in BT-474
tumor-bearing mice to determine the time of peak
tumor uptake and calculate dosimetry for subsequent
therapy studies. As shown in Figure 3, peak tumor
uptake of pretargeted 177Lu activity (~5.6 MBq/~30
pmol) was observed at 24 h p.i. to be 7.58 ± 0.78
%IA/g, with corresponding activities of 0.28 ± 0.09
%IA/g for blood (T/B: 26.7 ± 9.0) and 0.73 ± 0.05
%IA/g for kidney (tumor-to-kidney ratio (T/K): 10.4
± 1.3). Also, 177Lu activity in tumor remained
relatively constant from 1-24 h p.i., ranging from ~5 to
8 %IA/g, suggesting that tumor targeting was very
rapid, and that biologic clearance of activity from
tumor was relatively slow. The tumor activity
dropped to 2.29 ± 0.41 %IA/g and 0.32 ± 0.06 %IA/g
at 96 and 336 h p.i., respectively, leading to an
approximate tumor clearance half-life of 38.6 h (R2 =
0.894).

Figure 2. In vivo investigation of anti-HER2 DOTA-PRIT with and without the CA step, as well as in HER2-positive (BT-474) and HER2-negative
(MDA-MB-468) human breast carcinoma mouse models. Biodistribution data at 24 h p.i. of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (~5.6 MBq, 30 pmol) demonstrating HER2(+) tumor-specific
targeting with high T/B. BsAb dose was 0.25 mg/1.19 nmol for all groups. The CA dose was 62.5 µg (0.125 nmol of dextran; 7.63 nmol of (Y)-DOTA-Bn) for the group given
anti-HER2 DOTA-PRIT with the CA step. Groups of athymic nude mice bearing either s.c. HER2(+) (BT-474) or s.c. HER2(-) (MDA-MB-468) tumors were used. All tumors
ranged from 100-200 mg ex vivo. n.d.: not determined; Int.: intestine. Data is presented as %IA/g (mean ± SEM). Data is also provided in tabular form in Table S2.

Figure 3. Serial in vivo biodistribution studies with anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT. Very high tumor targeting of 177Lu activity with minimal uptake in normal tissues, including
blood and kidney, was seen as early as 1 h p.i. Serial biodistribution data from 1-336 h p.i. of pretargeted 177Lu-DOTA-Bn 5.5-6.1 MBq (~30 pmol) showing tissue uptake (as %IA/g;
note: log-scale for y-axis) in s.c. BT-474 tumor and select normal tissues. Data for 24 h p.i., during which tumor uptake was maximum, is also provided in Figure 2. Data for all
time points studied are provided in tabular form in Table S3. Int.: intestine.
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Absorbed dose estimates were obtained for
tumor and normal tissues assayed by biodistribution
in order to guide therapy studies and predict the
dose-limiting tissue. As shown in Table 2, the
estimated absorbed doses of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (as
cGy/MBq) for blood, tumor, liver, spleen, and kidney
were 1.4, 39.9, 3.3, 0.3, and 5.6, respectively. The
estimated dose to the kidneys was the highest among
normal tissues, leading to a TI of 7. Based on
estimated maximum tolerated doses of 250 and 2000
cGy for blood (bone marrow) and kidney, respectively
[17], the estimated maximum tolerated activity is ~180
MBq, with blood (bone marrow) as the dose-limiting
tissue (TI for blood: 28).

0.27 %IA/g, 0.29 ± 0.05 %IA/g, and 0.56 ± 0.08 %IA/g,
respectively (Figure 4), suggesting that high TIs
would be maintained for critical tissues during
therapeutic dosing. For the higher administered dose
of 300 pmol, there were only very slight differences
between tumor and kidney uptake observed (7.58 ±
0.78 %IA/g versus 5.53 ± 0.27 %IA/g, Student’s t-test
P = 0.051; and 0.73 ± 0.05 %IA/g versus 0.56 ± 0.08
%IA/g, Student’s t-test P = 0.044; for tumor and
kidney, respectively) compared with the group given
30 pmol. Nonetheless, the T/K ratio was almost
identical (~10) for both doses. Therefore, we assume
no major effects of radiolabeled DOTA mass on
radiation doses and TIs during therapeutic (i.e., 300
pmol) dosing.

Table 2. Estimated absorbed doses for optimized
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT with 177Lu-DOTA-Bn in nude mice
carrying s.c. HER2(+) BT-474 tumors, based on serial
biodistribution data from 1.0-336 h p.i. of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (30
pmol).

Intratumoral distributions of BsAb and
pretargeted 177Lu activity

Tissue
Blood
Tumor
Heart
Lung
Liver
Spleen
Stomach
Small Intestine
Large Intestine
Kidneys
Muscle
Bone

177Lu-DOTA-Bn

(cGy/MBq)
1.4
39.9
0.4
1.3
3.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.8
5.6
0.9
0.7

177Lu-therapy

Therapeutic Index
28
100
31
12
133
133
100
50
7
44
57

Investigation of the influence of mass of
radiolabeled DOTA on tumor and normal
tissue uptake in anticipation of therapeutic
dosing
Prior to therapy studies, an in vivo study was
conducted with a group of BT-474 tumor-bearing
mice given optimized anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT in
conjunction with a therapeutic amount of injected
activity (IA) of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (~56 MBq, 300 pmol),
as opposed to the lower tracer administered activity
of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (~5.6 MBq, 30 pmol) used during
optimization and dosimetry studies. These animals
were imaged using SPECT/CT at 24 h p.i. and
biodistribution was assessed immediately following
imaging to determine the influence of administered
mass of radiolabeled DOTA on tumor and normal
tissue uptake at 24 h p.i. The images clearly revealed
tumor delineation in the lower flank at 24 h p.i. of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn (Figure S3), suggesting high absolute
tumor uptake, as well as high T/B. Biodistribution
revealed tumor, blood, and kidney uptake of 5.53 ±

The intratumoral BsAb targeting and its
relationship with HER2 expression, as well as the
tumor microdistribution of pretargeted 177Lu activity,
was investigated using immunohistochemistry (IHC)
and autoradiography with excised medium-sized
BT-474 tumors at 24 h p.i. of BsAb or pretargeted
177Lu-DOTA-Bn, respectively. These studies revealed
somewhat heterogeneous uptake of BsAb in HER2(+)
tumor regions in the larger-sized tumor, but relatively
uniform and homogeneous tumor distribution of
pretargeted 177Lu activity in the smaller-sized tumor
(Figure 5). Overall, particularly for medium-sized
BT-474 tumors (average pre-treatment tumor volume:
~100 mm3), this supports utilizing beta-emitting
therapeutic radionuclides for therapy, which have
relatively long tissue penetration ranges to
compensate for heterogeneity, as bystander tumors
with limited antigen expression in the region of the
targeted molecule may be eradicated (e.g., the mean
penetration range of β− particles emitted by 177Lu in
soft tissue is ~0.7 mm).

Therapy studies
Therapy studies were carried out to determine
the effect of estimated tumor dose on response for a
wide range of starting tumor sizes, as well as the
feasibility of achieving a high probability of cures,
particularly with dosimetry-based treatment planning
with estimated absorbed tumor doses of ~70 Gy. A
summary of the three anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT therapy
studies is provided in Table 3. Notably, during the
first two studies of single-cycle treatment, the tumor
doubling time in the absence of treatment was quite
rapid (~7 days), but for an unknown reason, was
much slower during the third study when
fractionated treatment was investigated (> 50 days in
some animals).
http://www.thno.org
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Figure 4. Comparison of biodistribution studies at 24 h p.i. of injection with two different administered doses of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn hapten (30 pmol versus
300 pmol). Please see Table S4 for biodistribution data in tabular form. *Denotes statistical significance.

Figure 5. Representative histology, immunohistochemistry (IHC), and autoradiography (Autorad.) to assay the BT-474 intratumoral distribution of BsAb
and pretargeted 177Lu activity. (A) IHC at 24 h p.i. of anti-HER2-C825 BsAb (0.25 mg, 1.19 nmol). Scale bar is 2000 µm. Using image-based densitometry, the % positive area

of BsAb IHC and HER2 IHC was 51% and 61%, respectively, for a ratio of (BsAb IHC)/(HER2 IHC) of 0.84. (B) Hematoxylin
of pretargeted 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (55.5 MBq, 300 pmol) at 24 h p.i. Scale bar is 2000 µm. Max: maximum, Min: minimum.

and eosin (H&E) stain and autoradiography
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Table 3. Summary of anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT efficacy and toxicity studies.
DOTA-PRIT treatment
(number of mice/group)

Control groups
(number of
mice/group)
Single-cycle treatment
No treatment (5);
with 55.5 MBq (5)
BsAb only (5); 55.5
MBq of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn
alone (5)
Single-cycle treatment
No treatment (5);
with 11.1, 33.3 or 55.5 MBq 33.3 MBq of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn
(5)
alone (5)

Triple-cycle fractionated
treatment with 55.5 MBq
(total IA: ~167 MBq) (8)

Tumor sizes
(range,
mm3)
Small;
palpable-30

Medium;
~100-400

No treatment (6);
Medium;
BsAb only (5)d;
~100-400
IgG-DOTA-PRIT (6)d

Tumor
dose
(Gy)
22

Blood
dose
(Gy)
0.8

Kidney Median survivala
dose
(Gy)
0.3
No treatment: 7 d; BsAb only: 16 d,
55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn
alone: 7 d, and undefined for 55.5
MBq.

Therapeutic
outcome/study endpoint

No CRs in no treatment or 55.5
MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn alone;
BsAb only: 1/5 CR and 1/1
cure/85 d. For 55.5 MBq 5/5 CR,
and 3/4 cures/85 d
4.4, 13, 0.2,
0.6, 1.9, No treatment: 6 d; 33.3 MBq of
No CRs in no treatment or 33.3
or 22
0.5, or 3.1
177Lu-DOTA-Bn alone: 25 d; for
MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn alone;
11.1 MBq: 21 d; for 33.3 MBq: 42 d; for 11.1 MBq: 1/5 CR, and 1/5
0.8
for 55.5 MBq: 108 d.
regression to palpable; for 33.3
MBq: 0/5 CR; for 55.5 MBq: 1/5
CR. Overall: 2/15 CR and 1/15
regression to palpable; 2/6
curesb/200 d
66
2.3
9.3
No treatment: 35.5 d; BsAb only: 18 No CRs in controls; 2/8 CR, 6/8
d; control IgG-DOTA-PRIT: 30 d;
regression to palpable, 5/8
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT:
cures/85 d
undefined.

Survival was defined as time to tumor doubling or death by any other cause.
One each in 11.1 and 55.5 MBq DOTA-PRIT-treated groups.
dTotal BsAb mass administered per mouse was 0.75 mg (3.57 nmol).
a

b

Small tumors, single cycle: Shown in Figure 6A,
single-cycle anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT with 55.5 MBq
177Lu-DOTA-Bn (estimated delivered absorbed tumor
dose: 22 Gy) was effective in treating small s.c.
xenografts, resulting in a high frequency of complete
responses (CRs) (5/5, 100%) with no recurrence
observed in any animals to 85 d when survivors (4/5,
80%) were submitted for necropsy. All tumors were
observed to completely disappear, with the exception
of a single treated mouse with a starting tumor
volume of 24 mm3, which showed CR to a palpable
mass. Planar scintigraphy of groups of mice
undergoing
either
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT
or
treatment with only 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn
clearly showed pretargeting-specific tumor uptake at
20 h p.i., which persisted in tumor until at least 70 h
p.i. (Figure S4). Tumor response in control groups
was generally not seen and tumors showed
progression with no CRs, with the exception of a
single mouse in the BsAb only group that showed
tumor shrinkage to CR at ~40 d post-treatment with
no subsequent recurrence (1/5, 20%). On Day 40
post-treatment, differences in tumor volumes for
control groups were not statistically significant (data
not shown). In addition, at 85 d, tumor sizes for
control groups progressed on average to 350-3130% of
pre-treatment volumes, with animals treated with
BsAb only showing the least average progression.
Median survival was 7 d for no treatment, 16 d for
BsAb, 7 d for 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn only, and
undefined for anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 55.5 MBq of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn. During survival analysis (Log-rank,
Mantel-Cox), a significant difference was found
between no treatment and those treated with BsAb
only (P = 0.0495), reflecting tumor response to the

BsAb (trastuzumab) treatment. On the other hand, no
significant difference was seen for no treatment
versus 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn only (P = 0.1336),
consistent with lack of tumor localization of 177Lu
activity in the absence of pretargeting as seen in the
planar scintigraphy imaging (Figure S4). As expected,
significant differences were seen in median survival
for anti-HER2 DOTA-PRIT + 55.5 MBq versus all
other groups (P = 0.0015-0.0144).
Medium tumors, single cycle: Treatment of
mice bearing medium-sized s.c. xenografts with
single-cycle anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT with 11.1-55.5
MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn did not produce generally
remarkable tumor responses compared to controls,
suggesting that estimated absorbed tumor doses of
4.4-22 Gy were insufficient for producing a high
probability of tumor CR (Figure 6B). On day 40
post-treatment, the difference between tumor
volumes for control and treatment groups was not
statistically significant (data not shown). Later, on day
80 post-treatment, there were statistically significant
differences between surviving controls (non-treated
and those treated with 33.3 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn
only; n = 6, range: 382-916 mm3) and the 11.1 and 55.5
MBq treatment groups, thus suggesting therapeutic
efficacy and survival benefit—for 11.1 MBq, n = 5,
range: palpable-544 mm3, Student’s t-test P = 0.013
with palpable defined as 4.2 mm3; for 33.3 MBq, n = 3,
range: 45-777 mm3, Student’s t-test P = 0.282; for 55.5
MBq, n = 3, range: 8-159 mm3, Student’s t-test P =
0.004. Median survival was 6 d for no treatment, 25 d
for 33.3 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn only, 21 d for
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT
+
11.1
MBq
of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn, 42 d for anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT +
33.3 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn, and 108 d for
http://www.thno.org
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anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTABn. During survival analysis (Log-rank, Mantel-Cox),
no significant differences were found between no
treatment and treatment with 33.3 MBq of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn only (P = 0.081), but significant
differences were seen between no treatment and 11.1
MBq (P = 0.004), no treatment and 33.3 MBq (P =
0.009), and no treatment and 55.5 MBq (P = 0.013).
When comparing DOTA-PRIT treatment groups, no
significant differences were seen for 11.1 MBq versus
33.3 MBq (P = 0.754), 11.1 MBq versus 55.5 MBq (P =
0.782), and 33.3 MBq versus 55.5 MBq. A small
proportion
of
animals
treated
with
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT, irrespective of treatment IA
(2/15, 11.1%), showed CRs by ~75-100 d
post-treatment (1/5 from the 11.1 MBq and 55.5 MBq
groups); this was most likely due to the effect of the
trastuzumab-like action of the BsAb.
Medium tumors, three cycles: Although
single-cycle treatment was ineffective in treating
medium-sized tumors, fractionated delivery of a
greater tumor-absorbed radiation dose showed to be
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highly effective. Treatment of groups of mice bearing
medium-sized s.c. xenografts with three cycles of
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT plus 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (55.5
MBq/cycle, estimated delivered absorbed tumor
dose: 66 Gy) led to 100% CRs (8/8), whereas tumor
progression with no CRs were observed in the
treatment controls (Figure 7A). Specifically, 2/8
treated
animals
showed
complete
tumor
disappearance (25%), while 6/8 showed regression to
palpation threshold (75%). Tumor volumes at 85 d for
control non-treated, BsAb treated, or control
IgG-DOTA-PRIT groups were 134 ± 89%, 396 ± 252%,
and 114 ± 155% of pre-treatment volume, respectively.
Median survival was 35.5 d for no treatment, 18 d for
BsAb, 30 d for control IgG-DOTA-PRIT, and
undefined (prefer >100 d) for anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT.
During survival analysis (Log-rank, Mantel-Cox), no
significant differences were found between no
treatment and those treated with BsAb only (P =
0.178), suggesting that the therapeutic effect of the
trastuzumab-like action of the BsAb was less effective
in mice bearing medium-sized tumors, in contrast to

Figure 6. Single-cycle anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT with IA of 55.5 MBq leads to CRs in mice with small-sized BT-474 tumors, but is generally ineffective in
mice bearing medium-sized BT-474 tumors. Tumor volumes are presented as mean ± SEM. Black arrow indicates the day of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn injection. Survival was
defined as time to tumor doubling and included deaths from other causes. (A) Treatment of mice bearing small-sized tumors with single-cycle anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 55.5
MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn versus control groups. Median survival was 7 d for no treatment, 16 d for BsAb, 7 d for 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn only, and undefined for
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn. (B) Treatment of mice bearing medium-sized tumors with single-cycle anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 11.1, 33.3, or 55.5
MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn versus control groups. Median survival was 6 d for no treatment, 25 d for 33.3 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn only, 21 d for anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 11.1
MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn, 42 d for anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 33.3 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn, and 108 d for anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn.
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what was seen in mice bearing smaller-sized tumors.
Also, no significant difference was seen between no
treatment and control IgG-DOTA-PRIT (P = 0.836)
and no significant difference was seen between BsAb
and control IgG-DOTA-PRIT (P = 0.265). Significant
differences were seen between anti-HER2-DOTAPRIT and no treatment, BsAb, and control
IgG-DOTA-PRIT (P = 0.0010, 0.0001, and 0.0066,
respectively).
SPECT/CT was conducted on select mice
undergoing fractionated treatment to verify and
quantify tumor uptake. As shown in Figure 8A,
imaging of randomly selected mice at 24 h p.i. of cycle
1 177Lu-DOTA-Bn pretargeted with either control
IgG-DOTA-PRIT or anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT showed
anti-HER2-C825
tumor-specific
targeting
of
radioactivity, with negligible tumor uptake during
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control IgG-DOTA-PRIT. Also, three randomly
selected
mice
undergoing
fractioned
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT were serially imaged with
SPECT/CT. Representative images for one of the
animals at 24 h p.i. of cycles 1, 2, and 3 of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn are provided in Figure 8B, while the
data for the other two mice are provided in Figure S6.
Image-derived region-of-interest (ROI) analysis of the
tumor region was also conducted, and a graph
displaying the tumor 177Lu activities (expressed as
MBq per cc of tumor; MBq/cc) during each cycle of
treatment as a function of time (h) post-cycle 1
treatment start is also provided in Figure 8B, which
shows that the average tumor uptake ranged from
~4.3 to 6.1 MBq/cc 24 h following each treatment
cycle injection of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn.

Figure 7. Fractionated anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT with IA of 167 MBq led to 100% regression to palpable CRs (8/8) in mice with medium-sized xenografts at
treatment initiation, with no recurrence at 85 d. (A) Tumor response curves for the four treatment arms presented as mean ± SEM. Black arrows indicate day of injection
of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn. (B) Survival analysis of fractionated treatment. Survival was defined as time to tumor doubling and included deaths from other causes. Median survival was 35.5
d for no treatment, 18 d for BsAb, 30 d for control IgG-DOTA-PRIT, and undefined (prefer > 80 d) for anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT.
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Figure 8. SPECT/CT monitoring of fractionated anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT treatment. The imaging field-of-view was limited to the caudal half of the animal (midline to
tail) to center on the tumor (white arrow). The bladder is indicated when appropriate by a yellow arrow. (A) Representative SPECT/CT images of BT-474 tumor-bearing animals
24 h p.i. of cycle 1 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (55.5 MBq, 300 pmol) pretargeted with either control IgG-DOTA-PRIT or anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT (from left to right: coronal and transverse
slices through center of tumor, maximum intensity projection (MIP)). For the IgG-DOTA-PRIT mouse, the tumor ROI was 0.46 ± 0.33 MBq/cc (mean ± SD), with min-max of
0.00-2.92 MBq/cc. For the anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT mouse, the tumor ROI was 5.24 ± 2.87 MBq/cc (mean ± SD), with min-max of 0.069-19.75 MBq/cc. (B) Representative serial
SPECT/CT MIP images of a BT-474 tumor-bearing animal undergoing fractionated anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT (left), taken 24 h p.i. of each cycle of radioactive injection. The
image-derived region-of-interest (ROI) values for tumor uptake at 24 h p.i. of cycle 1, 2, or 3 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (55.5 MBq, 300 pmol) are presented as MBq/cc (mean ± SD).

Toxicity
In summary, during each of the therapy
experiments, no significant average weight loss was
seen in any of the treatment groups compared with
controls (Figures S5 and Figure S7). Notably, no acute
toxicity
was
seen
for
the
fractionated
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT regimen with 55.5 MBq of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn/cycle (Figure S7), suggesting that
more aggressive treatment regimens could be safely
utilized. Tables S5-S7 summarize the criteria for
removal from each therapy experiment. These
included: (1) euthanasia needed due to excessive
weight loss, (2) death of the animal, and (3) euthanasia
needed due to excessive tumor burden. In this BT-474
animal model, we observed that a few animals
showed rapid deterioration, irrespective of treatment
regimen (including non-treated controls), presumably
related to known effects of treatment with
implantable estrogen pellets (e.g., urinary retention
[18] and endometrial hyperplasia [19]). Therefore,
during the fractionated treatment study, three

randomly selected animals that exhibited rapid
weight loss within 12-22 d post-treatment start were
submitted for full necropsy to determine the cause of
poor clinical condition (one from each treatment
group: no treatment, BsAb only, and control
IgG-DOTA-PRIT). It was determined that the clinical
morbidity in 3/3 (100%) animals was apparently due
to adverse effects of estrogen treatment (see Table
S7).

Hematology, clinical chemistry, and
histopathology
Small tumors, single cycle: At ~85 d following
treatment of mice bearing small-sized s.c. tumors with
a single cycle of anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 55.5 MBq
177Lu-DOTA-Bn, of the five animals with CRs
submitted for necropsy (a single mouse from BsAb
only and four from the anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT
treatment groups), four were cured—one from the
BsAb only group (1/3, 33.3%) and three from the
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT treated group (3/4, 75%). No
remarkable treatment-related morphologic change
http://www.thno.org
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was noted (Table S8). Hematology and clinical
chemistry values were within normal ranges with the
exception of white blood cell (WBC), platelet (PLT),
and neutrophil (NEUT) values, which were
significantly lower (P = 0.014, 0.020, and 0.017,
respectively) in the anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT treated
group (n = 4; WBC range: 2.13-2.36 K/µL; PLT range:
229-670 K/µL; NEUT range: 0.47-1.42 K/µL)
compared to the non-treated group (n = 3; WBC
range: 3.15-6.01 K/µL; PLT range: 686-946 K/µL;
NEUT range: 1.51-2.47 K/µL) (Figure 9, Figure S8 and
Figure S9). Also, blood urea nitrogen (BUN) was
significantly elevated (P = 0.020) in the
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT-treated group (n = 4; BUN
range: 26.0-39.0 mg/dL) compared to the non-treated
group (n = 3; BUN range: 20.0-23.0 mg/dL),
suggesting impaired renal function. Creatinine
(CREA)
was
also
elevated
in
the
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT-treated group (n = 4; CREA
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range: 0.21-0.36 mg/dL) compared with the
non-treated group (n = 3; CREA range: 0.20-0.21
mg/dL), although the difference was not significant
(P = 0.062).
Medium tumors, single cycle: At ~200 d
following treatment of mice bearing medium-sized
s.c. tumors with anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 11.1-55.5
MBq 177Lu-DOTA-Bn, there were a total of six
survivors, including two CRs, one from each of the
11.1 MBq and 55.5 MBq groups. Both were
determined
to
be
cured.
No
remarkable
treatment-related histopathology was noted (Table
S9). Hematology and clinical chemistry values were
within normal ranges (Figures S10 and Figure S11).
Due to the absence of surviving non-treated controls
and the small number of survivors of animals treated
with anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT at ~200 d, statistical
comparisons for hematology and clinical chemistry
parameters were not conducted for this study.

Figure 9. Hematology and clinical chemistry observed at 85 d following treatment with either (A) single cycle of anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (total
activity: 55.5 MBq/mouse) or (B) fractionated three-cycle treatment of anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (total activity: 167 MBq/mouse). The range of
values for the animals given no treatment is shaded in grey for reference.
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Figure 10. Morphologic analysis of the site of BT-474 tumor inoculation at 85 d shows that treatment with anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT leads to cures (5/8) or microscopic residual
disease (red arrows; 3/8), while controls (10/10) show bulk tumor present by H&E staining (please see Table S8 for detailed description). IHC analysis shows that all residual
tumors are HER2 antigen positive.

Medium tumors, three cycles: For the
fractionated treatment study, a high frequency of
cures was seen with anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT (5/8,
62.5%) at 85 d post-treatment. The other three treated
animals (3/8, 37.5%) showed microscopic residual
disease, primarily consisting of soft tissue sclerosis
with a few scattered neoplastic cells (Table S10).
Representative H&E staining of tissue sections taken
from the site of tumor inoculation for all treatment
groups is shown in Figure 10.
Also
at
85
d
post-treatment,
two
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT animals (2/8) showed
hematology and clinical chemistry values that were
out of range, while no changes were observed in 6/8
animals (Figure 9, Figure S12 and Figure S13). Low
severity histopathologic changes in the bone marrow
were limited to only 1 animal for the
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT-treated group (1/8, 12.5%;
severity score: 1; Table S11). A single mouse exhibited
mild anemia (7.70 M/µL; control range: 8.38-8.88
M/µL) and hypohemoglobinemia (HGB; 12.7 g/dL;
control range: 14.3-14.7 g/dL) as well as increases of
aspartate aminotransferase (154 U/L; control range:
57-81 U/L) and alanine phosphatase (128 U/L;
control range: 64-110 U/L). Another mouse showed
mild anemia (7.89 M/µL), HGB (13.1 g/dL), and

thrombocytopenia (500 K/µL; control range: 781-953
K/µL), but normal clinical chemistry values. In
summary, a few hematology parameters had values
significantly different from physiologic ranges in the
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT group versus no treatment
group, while no significant differences were seen for
clinical chemistry. Anemia and thrombocytopenia
were
significant
(P
<
0.05)
in
the
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT-treated group (n = 8; RBC
range: 7.70-8.63 M/µL; PLT range: 500-794 K/µL)
compared to the non-treated group (n = 4; RBC range:
8.38-8.88 M/µL; PLT range: 781-953 K/µL).

Discussion
We have optimized DOTA-PRIT to permit
targeting of massive amounts of radiation to tumor,
while sparing normal tissue. Anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT
+ 177Lu-DOTA-Bn can inhibit growth of HER2(+)
BT-474 breast cancer xenografts and improve survival
without causing significant morphologic changes in
normal target tissues when assessed at 85-200 d after
treatment. On the other hand, our preliminary assay
of toxicity revealed some individual variation of some
hematological and hematochemical parameters with
discrepancy to the dosimetry and histopathology.
Overall, a functional impairment assessed through
http://www.thno.org
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measurement of specific blood values might not
necessarily mirror or imply an anatomic damage. In
general, for many organ systems (e.g., liver, kidney),
functional or sublethal damage and its severity often
do not always correlate with an anatomic lesion, nor
with morphologic severity, as the sensitivity and
specificity can differ in terms of methods and
parameters (please see ref. [20]). In some cases, the
discrepancy might be due to a temporal factor, as
leakage of cytoplasmic enzymes in the blood stream,
for instance, might precede a structural breakdown of
a cell. Another reason may be due to the often limited
correlation between CBC values and the bone marrow
histopathologic evaluation, as the latter tends to be
less sensitive and can also vary depending on the
body region and the different distribution of the
myeloid and erythroid elements inside the marrow
cavity.
Since
all
groups
received
estrogen
supplementation, hematologic changes are likely due
to anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 177Lu-DOTA-Bn alone or
to synergy between the two test items and estrogen.
Paradoxically, abnormal hematologic and clinical
chemistry values (low PLT, WBC, and NEUT, as well
as elevated BUN) were observed at high incidence
(4/4, 100%) in the group treated with a single cycle of
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (total 55.5
MBq/mouse), while only a few animals (2/8, 25%)
receiving
fractionated
treatment
(total
167
MBq/mouse) showed significant out-of-value ranges.
In order to address all of the above open questions,
more comprehensive toxicity experiments with larger
numbers of animals per group will be performed to
examine the effects of dose, as well as to evaluate
changes at multiple time-points following treatment
to determine if any changes and toxicity are acute
only or chronic.
HER2 (transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor
HER2/neu or c-erbB-2; molecular weight: 185 kD) is a
member of the HER/erbB family of cell surface
receptors widely expressed on common solid tumors
of humans, including breast [21], gastric [22], and
gynecologic malignancies [23]. Trastuzumab, an
anti-HER2 antibody, can prolong survival in patients
with HER2(+) breast or ovarian cancer [24, 25].
Unfortunately,
despite
initial
response
to
trastuzumab, resistance is common [26]. To enhance
the efficacy of trastuzumab, antibody-based delivery
of a cytotoxin [27] or therapeutic radionuclide [28] has
been tested. Several preclinical RIT studies with
trastuzumab-radioisotope conjugates have also been
described (e.g., with α-emitters or β-emitters);
however, as with other conventional RIT strategies,
the TI could potentially be improved with a PRIT
approach.
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Although herein we do not conduct a
comparison with conventional anti-HER2 177Lu-RIT
with an IgG radiolabeled with 177Lu, it was previously
reported by Rasaneh et al. [29] with 8- to 10-week-old
inbred female BALB/c mice that the calculated mean
absorbed doses to tumor and blood during treatment
with 7.4 MBq were 6.35 ± 1.2 Gy MBq-1 and 1.62 ± 0.13
Gy MBq-1, leading to a mean TI for blood of 3.9.
During a comparative study of 227Th-labeled and
177Lu-labeled trastuzumab in mice bearing HER2(+)
SKOV-3 ovarian cancer xenografts, absorbed
radiation doses from β-particles emitted from 177Lu in
the tumor and blood were 3.82 ± 0.64 Gy and 1.57 ±
0.64 Gy for 72 MBq/kg 177Lu-trastuzumab injection,
giving an approximate mean TI of 2.4 for blood [30].
In addition, although dosimetry was not described,
Ray et al. reported that i.p. administration of
18.5-27.75 MBq 177Lu-trastuzumab into 4- to
6-week-old female athymic mice (nu/nu) bearing
HER2-expressing human colorectal xenografts was
associated with myelotoxicity and loss of therapeutic
benefit, suggesting that the low TI for blood was
responsible [31]. Perhaps our effective therapeutic
regimen is comparable to what was chosen for the
treatment of s.c. ovarian cancer xenografts with a
177Lu-labeled
anti-HER2 nanobody (177Lu-DTPA2Rs15d; MW < 15 kDa). Impressively, D'Huyvetter et
al. [32] reported a TI for blood of 900 with
177Lu-DTPA-2Rs15d nanobody co-infused with 150
mg/kg Gelofusin (177Lu-nanobody + Gelofusin),
compared with a TI for blood of 1.32 for
177Lu-trastuzumab. This high TI for blood was further
supported by the fact that the authors could treat
tumor-bearing female athymic nude mice (20 ± 5 g
body weight) with 7 i.v. injections (once a week, over
a period of seven weeks) with ~21 MBq of
177Lu-nanobody + Gelofusin (total ~147 MBq/mouse;
total estimated absorbed tumor dose based on tumor
dosimetry of 0.9 Gy/MBq: ~132 Gy) without apparent
toxicity. A notable drawback of nanobody-based
targeted radionuclide therapy is the low TI for kidney
of 1, even with reduction of kidney accumulation
using Gelofusin co-infusion.
Prior to this study, we have reported
DOTA-PRIT for GD2- [7] and GPA33-expressing
human xenograft tumors [8, 33] in laboratory animals,
and have developed effective treatment regimens
capable of achieving 100% CRs and a high probability
of histologic cures with limited toxicity. We observed
TIs of 142 for blood and 23 for kidney with 84.9
cGy/MBq to GD2(+) tumors, and TIs of 73 for blood
and 12 for kidney with 65.8 cGy/MBq to GPA33(+)
tumors. These two target systems have potential
clinical utility for a variety of human solid tumors,
including
colon
cancer,
pancreatic
cancer,
http://www.thno.org
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pseudomyxoma peritonei, and subsets of pancreatic
cancer for GPA33, as well as for neuroblastoma,
glioma, sarcoma, and small cell lung cancer for GD2.
In contrast to GPA33 and GD2, the HER2 system is
thought to be much more labile in the membrane as
well as more rapidly internalized once bound to its
cognate antibody, so the HER2 target is challenging
for successful anti-tumor therapy with DOTA-PRIT.
To study this issue, we prepared anti-HER2-C825
product with sufficient affinity, biochemical purity,
and yields for in vivo studies. We sought an animal
model system for comparison of DOTA-PRIT
treatment response, and we chose the human BT-474
breast cancer cell line, a very high HER2-expressing
tumor. We chose this model in part because it was
reported that the level of HER2 expression is a
predictor of antibody-HER2 trafficking behavior in
cancer cells, and that HER2-overexpressing cells (such
as SK-BR-3, BT-474, HCC1419, and HCC1954) display
a high level of antibody persistence on their plasma
membrane due to a combination of efficient HER2
recycling and limited reduction in HER2 levels upon
antibody treatment [34]. In addition, preclinical
therapeutic anti-HER2 pretargeting has been
previously reported in BT-474 xenografts [35-37],
although not with radioisotopes.
The most direct treatment regimen for
comparison with the other two DOTA-PRIT solid
tumor systems was triple-cycle fractionated regimen
of medium-sized tumors, in the range of 100-400 mg
size. We chose a triple-cycle approach, which was also
used for GPA33 and GD2 targeting, because we
reasoned that a fractionated treatment approach
would be ideal for safe administration of sufficient
177Lu-DOTA-Bn activity to achieve a tumoricidal
absorbed radiation dose to tumor of ~70 Gy [1]. We
demonstrated HER2(+) BT-474 tumor growth control,
including cures with optimized dosing. We found that
triple-cycle fractionated anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT (total
IA: 167 MBq/mouse) was well tolerated and highly
effective, with no animals showing acute toxicity. The
total dose of radiation to tumor was ~70 Gy, with a
high frequency of CRs (8/8, 100%), complete tumor
eradication to cure (5/8, 62.5%), and 37.5%
microscopic residual disease (3/8) at 85 d. No CRs
recurred within 85 d. We verified using serial
SPECT/CT imaging that efficient tumor targeting was
achieved during each treatment cycle. Survivors in
control groups showed tumor progression 207 ± 201%
of pre-treatment volume at approximately 85 d, with
no CRs or cures.
In terms of tumor response, we observed a
size-dependent effect during efficacy studies, with
smaller-sized tumors requiring only a single cycle of
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT + 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-
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Bn to achieve a high incidence of regression to CRs
(5/5, 100%) and cures (3/4, 75%; at 85 d). The
observation that complete remission was possible in
these animals with such a relatively low estimated
absorbed dose to tumor of 22 Gy was likely due in
part to the effect of the trastuzumab-like action of the
BsAb (1.19 nmol administered/mouse). Single-dose
treatment of medium-sized tumors, however, resulted
in a low frequency of CRs (2/15, 26.7%) or cures (2/6
assessable animals at 200 d), irrespective of
administered 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (11.1-55.5 MBq). In
addition, in a single mouse bearing a medium-sized
tumor (pretreatment volume: 155 mm3), a single dose
of 33.3 MBq led to significant tumor regression to a
minimum volume of 13 mm3 at ~100 days
post-treatment, but then recurred to 170 mm3 at 200 d,
suggesting that tumor regrowth was likely in
undertreated tumors. As described above, triple-cycle
treatment of 55.5 MBq was highly effective for the
medium-sized tumors, leading to a high frequency of
CRs and cures.
For anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT, we implemented a
theranostic isotope to permit simultaneous therapy
and imaging. 177Lu has a physical half-life of 6.73 days
(d), and is an emitter of both β-particles and
γ-radiation (β-maximum energy: 0.5 MeV; β-particle
range in tissue Rmax: 2 mm; γ: 208 keV, 11%
abundance), allowing for therapy and γ-scintigraphy,
respectively. We have focused our efforts on 177Lu for
DOTA-PRIT treatment of solid tumors, since the long
biological
retention
kinetics
of
pretargeted
177Lu-DOTA-Bn in tumor for GD2 and GPA33 is a
good match with the long physical half-life of 177Lu,
and its relatively short β-particle range is theoretically
well-suited for treatment of smaller tumor volumes
(optimal tumor diameter for cure probability of 0.9 =
2.0 mm [38]) while minimizing collateral radiation
damage to normal tissues. Finally, the 177Lu
γ-emissions allow for high-resolution SPECT/CT
imaging for pre-therapy dosimetry as well as
treatment monitoring, which is emerging as a
quantitative clinical imaging modality for targeted
therapies with 177Lu radiopharmaceuticals [39, 40].
We acknowledge that comparable PRIT studies
exist in the literature with internalizing targets, but as
far as we are aware, this study represents the first
report of curative and safe multistep PRIT with an
internalizing antigen as the target. We observed TIs of
28 for blood and 7 for kidney with 39.9 cGy/MBq to
HER2(+) tumors. Although direct comparison with TI
is not possible because TIs were not calculated,
Sharkey et al. [41] successfully adapted an anti-hapten
PRIT strategy using the internalizing antibodyantigen system anti-Trop-2 antibody RS7-Trop-2,
showing mean tumor-to-blood ratios of 1037, 378, and
http://www.thno.org
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62 at 3 hours post-injection of 111In-hapten in
MDA-MD-468,
SK-OV-3,
and
PC3
models,
respectively. Subsequent fractionated therapy studies
by van Rij et al. [42] with a dose of 3 × 41 MBq
177Lu-hapten/cycle in a PC3 model showed improved
median survival at the expense of hematological
toxicity; however, conventional RIT with the parent
mAb 177Lu-hRS7 (11 MBq) was at least as effective
with similar toxicity, likely due to the large difference
in tumor uptake between 177Lu-hRS7 (62 %ID/g) and
TF12/177Lu-hapten (8.0-9.2 %ID/g). Alternatively, in
vivo efficacy using a bioorthogonal click PRIT
approach to tumor targeting was demonstrated by
Houghton et al. [43] with the internalizing
anti-CA19.9 antibody 5B1-CA19.9, reporting a TI for
blood of 11.4 in a BxPC3 model.
The translational feasibility of this approach
must be determined empirically, and will require
detailed clinical studies including dose response with
177Lu and careful theranostic dose assessment for
individual patients. During BsAb-pretargeting, the
doses are highly dependent on the BsAb
concentration localized on the tumor. As described in
previous clinical studies with BsAb pretargeting (e.g.,
please see refs. [44-47]), we anticipate using
pretherapeutic scouting/imaging for patient-tailored
dosimetry, followed with higher doses for therapy,
likely in the same range as peptide receptor
radionuclide therapy (e.g., during initial human
studies with 177Lu-DOTA-JR11 for somatostatin
receptor targeting: 3 cycles (total 15.2 GBq) to achieve
tumor doses up to 487 Gy in patients with
metastasized neuroendocrine neoplasias (grades
G1-G3)) [48].
In summary, the present research shows proof of
principle for the development of a high-TI theranostic
approach for PRIT of HER2(+) disease. Curative
therapies for HER2-expressing tumors are a major
unmet need. Treatment options are limited for
patients
with
HER2-overexpressing
cancers,
especially those resistant to trastuzumab and kinase
inhibitors [49]. We consider this success of anti-HER2DOTA-PRIT as a benchmark for comparison to other
internalizing antigen targets.

Methods
Cloning and expression of anti-HER2-C825
BsAb
HER2-C825 BsAb was prepared as an IgG-scFv
[12] format using the sequences for trastuzumab [50]
and C825 [11]. It was made using the exact same
platform as hu3F8-C825 [7], only replacing variable
regions (VH and VL) of hu3F8 with those of
trastuzumab. The BsAb (molecular weight: ~210 kDa)
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was produced in CHO cells and purified by protein A
affinity chromatography as previously described [7].
The control BsAb huA33-C825 was made using the
same platform as previously described [8].
Biochemical purity analysis of the BsAb was
performed using SE-HPLC (column: TSKgel
G3000SWxl; running buffer: 400 mM sodium
perchlorate pH 6.0; flow rate 0.5 mL/min), with
eluted BsAb detected by UV absorbance at 280 nm.

Surface plasmon resonance studies
The Biacore T100 Biosensor, CM5 sensor chip,
and related reagents were purchased from GE
Healthcare. A BSA-(Y)-DOTA-Bn conjugate was
prepared as previously described [7]. The antigen was
immobilized using the Amine Coupling Kit (GE
Healthcare). Purified BsAbs were analyzed, and data
were fit to a bivalent analyte model using the Biacore
T100 evaluation software as previously described [7].

Cell lines
BT-474 is ductal carcinoma with epithelial
morphology, luminal B subtype, estrogen receptor
α-positive [ER(+)], progesterone-positive/-negative
[PR(+/-)] and HER2-positive [HER2(+)], while
MDA-MB-231 is adenocarcinoma with epithelial
morphology, claudin-low subtype, and a triplenegative immunoprofile (ER(-), PR(-), and HER2(-))
[43]. Cell lines were obtained from American Type
Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) and periodically
tested for mycoplasma negativity using a commercial
kit (Lonza). All cell lines were maintained in a
humidified incubator containing 5% CO2 at 37 °C,
limited to fewer than 10 passages, and cultured in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle-high-glucose/F-12 (DMEHG/F-12) medium supplemented with non-essential
amino acids (0.1 mM), 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf
serum (FCS), 100 units/mL of penicillin, and 100
µg/mL streptomycin.

Internalization and cellular processing of
anti-HER2-C825
Trastuzumab is known to internalize upon
binding to surface HER2 antigen [15]. The
internalization kinetics of anti-HER2-C825 following
binding to BT-474 cell surface HER2 antigen at 37 °C
were assessed using the radiotracer 131I-anti-HER2C825 based on previously described assays [51, 52]. In
brief, cells were plated at a density of 5.0×105
cells/mL in 12-well plates and allowed to adhere
overnight. Cells were pre-incubated on ice with
131I-anti-HER2-C825 (prepared using the IODOGEN
method [53] to a specific activity of 132 MBq/mg and
purified using SEC to radiochemical purity >98% and
diluted into complete media; 160 ng/mL; 0.8 nM) for
1 h. Next, the cells were extensively washed with
http://www.thno.org
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complete media chilled on ice and the plates were
transferred to the 37 °C incubator. At various
time-points up to 24 h, the radioactive distribution in
the outside media, cell surface, as well as the fraction
of activity internalized by the cells was determined (n
= 3-6 per time-point) by quantification in the gamma
counter. An acid wash protocol was used to strip
cell-surface antibody, consisting of treating the cells
on ice three times for 5 min with 2 M urea, 50 mM
glycine, 150 mM NaCl, pH 2.4, and pooling the
supernatants. The outside media was assayed further
using trichloroacetic acid (TCA) precipitation (~1 mL
of collected media was mixed with 0.9 mL of 20% w/v
TCA) to determine if the 131I activity was
antibody-bound (suggesting passive dissociation or
“shedding” [52]), or in the form of low-molecularweight
metabolites,
suggesting
intracellular
metabolism followed by exocytosis. Controls
consisted of either incubation at 4 °C or wells
consisting of the 131I-anti-HER2-C825 diluted into
media only. These control wells were also subjected to
TCA precipitation in order to inhibit internalization
and determine the basal catabolism (via degradation)
rate of the tracer, respectively. For kinetic analysis,
data was curve-fitted using a nonlinear model, with
one-phase association using Prism software package,
Graphpad Software Inc., San Diego, CA.

Xenograft models
All animal experiments were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (New York,
NY), and institutional guidelines for the proper and
humane use of animals in research were followed.
Female athymic nude mice (nu/nu, 6-8 weeks old)
were obtained from Harlan/Envigo. Mice were
allowed to acclimate for a minimum of one week. For
the BT-474 tumor model, mice were implanted with
estrogen (17β-estradiol; 0.72 mg/pellet 60-d release;
Innovative Research of America) by trochar injection 3
d before inoculation with cells. No estrogen
supplementation was required for the MDA-MB-231
xenograft model. For establishment of all tumor
xenografts, mice were inoculated with 5.0×106 cells in
a 200 μL cell suspension of a 1:1 mixture of media with
reconstituted basement membrane (BD Matrigel™,
Collaborative Biomedical Products Inc., Bedford, MA)
on lower flank via s.c. injection, and used within 3-4
weeks. Tumor volumes were estimated using the
formula for the volume (V) of an ellipsoid:
V = 4/3π(length/2 × width/2 × height/2),
with
dimensions in mm.
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Anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT reagents and dosing
protocol
The three anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT reagents were
anti-HER2-C825 BsAb, CA, and 177Lu-DOTA-Bn. All
reagents were administered intravenously (i.v.) via a
lateral tail vein and given at the following times
relative to 177Lu-DOTA-Bn injection: t = -28 h for
anti-HER2-C825, followed by CA at t = -4 h and
177Lu-DOTA-Bn at t = 0 h. The CA (a 500 kDa
dextran-(Y)-DOTA-Bn conjugate; 61 mol of (Y)DOTA-Bn per mole of dextran) was prepared
according to previously described methods [14] and
formulated in saline for injection. 177Lu-DOTA-Bn was
also prepared according to previously described
methods [8]. Radioactivity in samples was measured
using a CRC-15R dose calibrator (Capintec, Ramsey,
NJ) using the appropriate settings for each isotope.

Biodistribution studies to optimize in vivo
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT
Prior to therapy studies, BsAb and CA
dose-titration experiments were carried out in groups
of BT-474 tumor-bearing mice with tracer
administered activities of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn/mouse (5.6
MBq (~30 pmol)) to optimize DOTA-PRIT reagent
doses for efficient in vivo tumor targeting. For this
purpose, we had specific TI benchmarks of at least
20:1 for blood and 10:1 for kidney at 24 h p.i. of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn,
while maximizing radioactivity
uptake in tumor. Groups were sacrificed at 24 h p.i. of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn for biodistribution assay of 177Lu
activity in select tissues. For biodistribution analysis,
mice were euthanized by CO2(g) asphyxiation, and
tumor and selected organs were harvested, rinsed
with water and allowed to air-dry, weighed, and
radioassayed by gamma scintillation counter
(PerkinElmer Wallac Wizard 3”). Count rates were
background- and decay-corrected, converted to
activities using a system calibration factor specific for
the isotope, normalized to the administered activity,
and expressed as %IA/g (mean ± SEM).

Dosimetry calculations
For
dosimetry
calculations,
a
serial
biodistribution study was carried out in BT-474
tumor-bearing mice (n = 24) with the optimized
DOTA-PRIT protocol + 5.5-6.1 MBq (~30 pmol) of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn.
Groups of HER2(+) BT-474
tumor-bearing mice (n = 4-5) were given PRIT +
5.5-6.1 MBq (~30 pmol) of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn and
sacrificed at 1.0 (n = 5), 2.5 (n = 5), 24 (n = 5), 96 (n = 5),
and 336 h p.i. (n = 4) for biodistribution analysis of
177Lu activity in tumor and selected normal tissues
(please see Table S2 for tissue activity concentration
data). For each tissue, the non-decay-corrected
http://www.thno.org
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time-activity concentration data were fit using Excel
to a 1-component, 2-component, or more complex
exponential function as appropriate, and analytically
integrated to yield the cumulated activity
concentration per unit administered activity
(MBq-h/g per MBq). The 177Lu equilibrium dose
constant for non-penetrating radiations (8.49
g-cGy/MBq-h) was used to estimate the
tumor-to-tumor
and
select
organ-to-organ
self-absorbed doses, assuming complete local
absorption of the 177Lu beta rays only, and ignoring
the gamma ray and non-self dose contributions.

Immunohistochemical (IHC) and
autoradiography experiments
For IHC of HER2-expressing tumors, groups of
BT-474 tumor-bearing nude mice were administered
i.v. 0.25 mg (1.19 nmol) of anti-HER2-C825. At 24 h
p.i., the animals were sacrificed and tumors were
frozen in OCT. IHC detection of HER2 was performed
by the Molecular Cytology Core Facility of Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center using Discovery XT
processor (Ventana Medical Systems). The tissue
sections were blocked for 30 min in 10% normal goat
serum and 2% BSA in PBS. Next, the sections were
incubated with a rabbit polyclonal HER2 antibody
(Enzo, cat# alx-810-227) at 5.0 μg/mL concentrations
for 5 h, followed by 1 h incubation with biotinylated
goat anti-rabbit IgG (Vector Labs, cat# PK6101) at 5.75
μg/mL. The detection was performed with Blocker D,
Streptavidin-HRP, and DAB detection kit (Ventana
Medical Systems). All reagents were used according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. For IHC to
determine anti-HER2-C825 antibody distribution, the
same procedure was followed except the primary
antibody step was excluded and biotinylated goat
anti-human IgG (Vector Labs, cat# BA3000) antibody
was used.
For ex vivo autoradiography, tumors were
excised, snap-frozen, and embedded in OCT at 24 h
p.i. of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn. Series of sequential 10 µm
thick cryosections were cut immediately and exposed
to a phosphor plate overnight at -20 °C for
determination of 177Lu activity distribution. Digital
autoradiographic images at 25 µm pixel size were
obtained as follows: tumor sections were exposed to a
phosphor-imaging plate (Fujifilm BAS-MS2325, Fuji
Photo Film, Japan) overnight at -20 °C. Upon
completion of the exposure, the imaging plates were
removed from the cassette and placed in a Typhoon
FLA 7000 (GE Healthcare, USA) to read out the image.
The image reader creates 16-bit grayscale digital
images with a pixel size of 25 µm, which are then
converted to tiff image format files for subsequent
analysis. Finally, H&E staining was performed to
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visualize tumor morphology in consecutive sections,
and images were acquired in a similar manner.
Images were manually registered using Photoshop
CS6 software (Adobe Systems).

Theranostic anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT therapy
To evaluate the toxicity and efficacy of
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT therapy in an animal model
of human breast cancer, therapy studies were carried
out in BT-474 tumor-bearing mice with either small or
medium-sized s.c. xenografts. Tumors with volumes
ranging from palpable to 30 mm3 were classified as
small, and those ranging from 100-400 mm3 were
classified as medium-sized. Treatment groups were
monitored for 85-200 d and survivors were submitted
for histopathology studies (vida infra).
Initially, single-cycle treatment with anti-HER2DOTA-PRIT + 55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (300
pmol) was evaluated in groups of mice bearing small
s.c. xenografts and compared with treatment controls
(estimated dose to tumor: 22 Gy). These groups were
monitored for 85 d post-treatment. During this study,
planar scintigraphy (using previously described
methods [7]) was used up to 70 h p.i. of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn to verify tumor targeting of 177Lu
activity.
Next, groups of mice bearing medium-sized s.c.
xenografts were treated in a single-cycle anti-HER2DOTA-PRIT dose escalation trial with 11.1, 33.3, or
55.5 MBq of 177Lu-DOTA-Bn (60-300 pmol)/mouse
and compared with control groups (estimated
absorbed radiation doses to tumor: 4.4-22 Gy). These
groups were monitored for ~200 d post-treatment in
order to study tumor recurrence and chronic toxicity
of anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT.
In a third therapeutic study, a three-cycle
fractionated DOTA-PRIT regimen with 55.5 MBq of
177Lu-DOTA-Bn
(300 pmol)/mouse/cycle was
evaluated in groups of mice bearing medium-sized
s.c. xenografts (estimated absorbed radiation doses to
tumor: 70 Gy). To achieve this, the total IA of 167 MBq
177Lu-DOTA-Bn/mouse was given in three equal
weekly administrations, with each of the three
DOTA-PRIT reagents given during each cycle
(designated as “anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT”). A control
treatment arm was included that replaced
anti-HER2-C825 with the anti-GPA33 targeting BsAb
huA33-C825 [8] (designated as “control IgG-DOTAPRIT”) in order to verify that efficacy was dependent
on anti-HER2-C825 tumor-specific targeting. These
groups were monitored for ~85 d post-treatment.
Three
mice
undergoing
treatment
with
anti-HER2-DOTA-PRIT, as well as a single mouse
undergoing control IgG-DOTA-PRIT, were randomly
selected for SPECT/CT imaging using previously
http://www.thno.org
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described methods [33] to assay tumor targeting and
quantify tumor uptake of 177Lu activity. Notably, the
whole animal was not imaged because of the length of
time required for each scan (30-40 min per mouse); the
imaging field-of-view was limited to the caudal half of
the animal (midline to tail).

Response to therapy and toxicity assessment
Mice were monitored daily and weighed at least
twice weekly for evidence of treatment-induced
toxicity. Animals were observed until they were
sacrificed due to excessive tumor burden >2500 mm3
or less if tumor caused mobility concerns. Animals
showing a weight loss of greater than 15% of their
initial (pre-treatment) body weight in 1 or 2 d, or 20%
or more of their pre-treatment weight, were removed
from the group at that time and sacrificed. To further
evaluate toxicity, randomly selected animals
undergoing
treatment
were
submitted
for
histopathologic evaluation of the xenotransplant,
kidney, bone marrow (sternum, vertebrae, femur, and
tibia), liver, and spleen (unless otherwise noted) by a
board-certified veterinary pathologist at Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center’s Laboratory of
Comparative Pathology. Hematology and clinical
chemistry panels were also collected. A CR is defined
as tumor regression to a tumor volume equal to or
smaller than 4.2 mm3, and a cure is defined as no
histopathologic evidence of neoplasia at the site of
tumor inoculation at necropsy. Tumor measurements
were considered accurate to a diameter of 2 mm × 2
mm × 2 mm, which led to a calculated volume
(assuming ellipsoidal geometry as described above) of
4.2 mm3; anything smaller was designated as
“palpable” until the tumor completely disappeared.
The breast cancer xenografts developed distant
metastasis in 33.3% (2/6) of treated survivors at 200 d,
but in no animals evaluated at 85 d (Tables S7-S9).

Statistics
All statistics were determined using the Prism
software package, Graphpad Software Inc., San
Diego, CA. Statistical comparisons between two
individual groups were analyzed by student’s
unpaired t-test when appropriate, with the level of
statistical significance set at P < 0.05. Survival curves
were compared using Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test.
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